Instruction Manual
solar powered stair lights

1. Initiation:

This solar powered stair Light, in a modern technology, needs no mains power lead required, the luminaire turns on automatically at night and turns out automatically in the morning.

2. Security Information:

Caution: The packing contains small parts that could be swallowed by children.

a. Keep the packaging material away from children and pets (danger of suffocation!)
b. The solar stair light is not a toy!
c. We do not take responsibility if this instruction manual is not followed correctly or if the product is handled improperly resulting in damage to person or property.
d. For safety reasons it is not allowed to rebuild and/or to change the solar stair light luminaire.

Please pay attention to an appropriate start-up. Never attempt to repair defective parts by yourself. Repairs must be carried out only by qualified specialist.

3. Setting up and installation:

a. Press the AUTO/OFF button, keep the light "AUTO"model.
b. Drill two holes of 7mm diameter into the stair. These two holes is 76mm horizontal distance. Then put the provided plastic stopple plug into the holes and screw in the bolts so far into the wall that the bolt head sticks out about 5~8mm.
c. Hang-up the solar stair lights onto the screws(2pcs) and make sure it is stable.

Notes: Please put the light under the standard sunlight 6 to 8 hours before use it, and tear the protective film when you use it.

4. Change of battery:

After about one year, the capacity of the battery may decrease and you need to change it.

a. Take the light from the stair and take out the battery compartment from the case (see as Figure 3).
b. Change the battery (AAA size rechargeable)
c. Reverse the above procedure to install the lights.